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G E N U I N E  A C C E S S O R I E S 
Availability of accessories and features will vary depending on the model and region. Some 

features shown may not be available in your region. 
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HONDA GENUINE ACCESSORIES
Accessorising is all about the finer details. At Honda, we put in as much care, quality and craftsmanship 
into our genuine accessories as we put into our superior vehicles. With innovative designs, 
contemporary styling, impeccable standards and customised options that suit the needs of drivers 
globally, our goal is to add value to the best aspects of every Honda car, whilst complementing your 
own personal style. 
Whether you’re looking for sporty spoilers, sleek chrome finishes, premium mudguards or 
convenient cargo trays, you can choose from a trusted range of genuine accessories to take 
your Honda to a whole new level of refinement. 
Make your mark, on and off the road.

“A company is most clearly defined not by its 
people or its history, but by its products.”

SOICHIRO HONDA
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EXTERIOR

FR and RR Aero Bumper

Turn heads with accentuated aerodynamic 
styling created by the Front & Rear aero 
bumpers. It adds a Sleek, sporty styling 
gives the Accord a custom appearance.

(Available in Silver/Black Colors)

The Side under Spoiler is all about style. It 
complements the aerodynamic styling of 
the Accord for an even sportier, 
more unique look.

Side under Spoiler

Emblem - Sports
If attention to detail is important to you, then 
you’re sure to love the look of the Gloss Black 
Sport Emblem. This bold feature not only 
completes the original unique exterior style 
of your Accord, but also accentuates it.
Made of high-quality material for long-
lasting durability
Stylish appearance created by molded 
logoAlso available in body color & as Film.

Splash/Mud Guards are a nice finishing 
touch. They give your Accord a great 
look and help protect your paint from 
chips and scratches.
Custom-fitted in wheelwells to blend in 
with vehicle design
No-drill installation helps protect 
against corrosion
Superior strength and durability in 
nearly any weather condition.

Splash/Mud Guard
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EXTERIOR

Body Side Molding

Body Side Molding accentuates the styling 
of the Accord, but there’s more to it than 
just good looks. It’s ideally positioned 
where the side panel extends out the most, 
in order to help protect against door dings 
and scratches.

(Available in 8 body colors)

Trunk Spoiler
(Available in 8 body Colors)

The Decklid Spoiler adds a subtle, 
tasteful enhancement that makes 
a big contribution to the sleek 
aerodynamics of your Accord. The 
Black Decklid Spoiler adds to the 
sportiness of your vehicle

FR Fender Garnish
If attention to detail is important to 
you, then you’re sure to love the look of 
the Fender Emblems. These bold 
features  not only complete the original 
unique exterior style of your Accord, 
but also accentuate it.
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Door visors accentuate the door frame 
to give a wider aesthetic appearance. 
Their more important purpose is 
reducing wind noise by channeling air 
away from the door frame.

Door Visor
(Available in 8 body colors and as door film)

Door Edge Guards and door edge 
film helps to protect your doors 
from nicks and scrapes that can 
be expensive to repair.
Also available in body color & as 
Film.

Door edge guard and 
Door edge Film

Film Set (Door Handle 
film & Rear bumper 
applique)
Transparent, urethane film provides 
extra protection to the door handle 
wells and rear bumper of your Accord.

EXTERIOR
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EXTERIOR

Emblem - Accord Black 
emblem  with H-Mark
If attention to detail is important to 
you, then you’re sure to love the look of 
the Gloss Black Emblems. This bold 
feature not only completes the unique 
exterior style of your Accord, but also 
accentuates it.

The 19-Inch Alloy Wheels for the Touring Hybrid 
have a machine-finished face with Gloss Black 
inserts, resulting in a unique, stylish design.

WHEEL, ALLOY (19”)

Wheel Lock Nut - Chrome 
And Black
A great way to ensure that your wheels stay 
on your Accord, where they belong.
Hardened-steel construction is durable
and theft-resistant
Available in Black or Chrome.

Rear parking sensors are standard on LX 
and EX grades, and are available as an 
accessory for the DX grade. They can also 
be fitted as front sensors for the DX, LX & 
EX grades. The benefits are obvious and 
these flush type sensors are snugly 
incorporated into the lower part of the 
bumpers.

Parking Sensor
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INTERIOR
Door Mirror Cover Set Black

Door Sill Film

The Black Door Mirror Cover is a stylish 
accent that gives your Accord a more 
sporty look.

Help protect against unsightly nicks and 
scrapes around your door sill.

Step Illumination - White
A finishing touch that is subtle, tasteful and 
definitely upscale, the Illuminated Door Sill 
Trim dresses up the interior while helping 
protect the lower door sill from scuff marks.
White LED lights illuminate the outer 
perimeters of the Accord logo when the 
door is open.

A neat convenience with a cup 
holder to keep items away and out 
of sight.

Arm Rest Bag
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INTERIOR

Ashtray

Tablet Holder Multi Utility Bag

The ashtray fits perfectly into the 
cup holder and is removable for 
easy cleaning.

The stylishly convenient tablet 
holder can be adapted to any size 
and position for easy usage.

The Multi Utility bag simply fits over 
the headrest on the front seat 
frames and is another useful 
storage accessory that lets you 
access your items whilst on the 
move.
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INTERIOR

Drive Video Recorder

All Season Mats

Safety Kit

AUTO D/N MIRROR ATT

The drive recorder is a very 
popular accessory that video 
records each journey. In the 
unfortunate event of an accident, 
the video evidence is available if 
the other driver contests the 
liability.

The extended sidewalls of the 
All-Season Floor Mats add extra 
protection to shield your 
original carpets from the wear 
and tear of everyday driving.
Specially designed to trap dirt
Made of durable, all-weather 
material
Easily cleaned with mild
soap and water

Keep yourself and your passenger safe 
and secure on every drive with our 
customized emergency safety kit.

A car is fast approaching from the rear. Headlights begin to blind you. 
No worries. The automatic-dimming rearview mirror with HomeLink®* 
darkens to reduce the glare. No hand adjustment necessary
Reduced glare lessens nighttime eye strain
Automatically adjusts for all light conditions
Replaces the standard rearview mirror
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TRUNK AND UTILITY

Cargo Net
The cargo net helps keep your grocery bags 
upright and holds most loose items securely in 
place.
Elastic-cord construction is tight-fitting, helping 
to prevent damage to contents.

Cargo Hook
Avoid having to pick up groceries and other items 
that have spilled out of their bags and scattered 
all around the trunk or under seats.
Conveniently holds shopping bags upright by 
their handles
Three separate hangers per hook.

Cargo Tray
The Cargo Tray helps protect the floor in the rear 
storage area from the accidental spills that can 
happen during sharp turns and quick stops.
High-quality molded plastic is rugged and 
durable, plus it cleans easily with mild soap and 
water
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TRUNK AND UTILITY

Mini tire Inflator Emergency Roadside kit
The device can be utilised for roadside 
emergencies such as vehicle tyre inflation 

The best roadside emergency kits to help get 
going.  It comes with a, Jump Starter, safety 
gloves, reflector and a bag
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PACKAGES

PREMIUM SPORTS PACK PREMIUM BLACK PACK
Recommending New Premium Sports Grade for 
Accord e:HEV model. It includes:

FR Aero Bumper

Body Side Molding

Side Under Spoiler

Emblem – Accord & 
H-Mark

RR Aero Bumper

Side Mirror Cover

Trunk Spoiler

Emblem - Sports

FR Fender Garnish

Recommending Premium Black Edition for 
Accord 1.5t model. In Includes:
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PACKAGES

UTILITY PACK COMFORT AND PROTECTION PACK
This pack is common for 1.5t and e:HEV.
It Includes:

Splash Guard

All Season mat

RR Illuminated Coat hanger 
with wireless charger

RR Illuminated Coat hanger 
with wireless charger

Door Edge Film

Cargo hook

Step illumination

Cargo Tray

Protection film set – 
Door Handle and RR 
bumper applique

Mini Tire Inflator

This pack is common for 1.5t and e:HEV. It 
Includes :
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ACCESSORIES LIST
Category Part Number Descripion Color

Exterior

08P98-30A-1F0 FR Aero Bumper Silver

08P99-30A-1F0 RR Aero Bumper Silver / Black

08F04-30A-1F0 Side Under Spoiler Silver

08F10-30A-110

Trunk Spoiler

Premium White P (Nh-883P)

08F10-30A-130 Luner Silver M (Nh-830M)

08F10-30A-140 Meteoroid Gray M (Nh-904M)

08F10-30A-150 Urban Gray P (Nh-912P)

08F10-30A-170 Crystal Black P (Nh-731P)

08F10-30A-1A0 Radiant Red M (R-569M)

08F10-30A-1C0 Still Night P (B-575P)

08F10-30A-1D0 Canyon River Blue M (B-640M)

08P00-30A-100 Splash Guard Black

08P05-30A-110

Body Side molding

Premium White P (Nh-883P)

08P05-30A-130 Luner Silver M (Nh-830M)

08P05-30A-140 Meteoroid Gray M (Nh-904M)

08P05-30A-150 Urban Gray P (Nh-912P)

08P05-30A-170 Crystal Black P (Nh-731P)

08P05-30A-1A0 Radiant Red M (R-569M)

08P05-30A-1C0 Still Night P (B-575P)

08P05-30A-1D0 Canyon River Blue M (B-640M)

08P20-30A-110

Door Edge Guard

Premium White P (Nh-883P)

08P20-30A-130 Luner Silver M (Nh-830M)

08P20-30A-140 Meteoroid Gray M (Nh-904M)

08P20-30A-150 Urban Gray P (Nh-912P)

08P20-30A-170 Crystal Black P (Nh-731P)

08P20-30A-1A0 Radiant Red M (R-569M)

08P20-30A-1C0 Still Night P (B-575P)

08P20-30A-1D0 Canyon River Blue M (B-640M)

08P20-30A-100A Door Edge Film Clear

08R04-TVA-101 Door Visor Black - With Sus Molding

08W19-30A-100 Wheel Wheel, Alloy (19")

Category Part Number Descripion Color

Exterior

08P48-30A-100 Film Set
Door Handle Film & Rear Bumper 

Applique

08W42-SP0-R00 Wheel Nut Black

08W42-SJD-604 Wheel Lock Nut Black

08F20-30A-100 Emblem
Emblem, Black (H-Mark And 

Accord Nameplate)

08F20-TVA-100C Emblem Sports - Black

08F59-30A-100 Fr Fender Garnish Fender Garn

08R01-30A-100 Moonroof Visor Moonroof Visor

08R06-30A-110A Door Mirror Cover Set Mirror Cover Set St

Interior

08P17-30A-110 All Season Mat Black; Logo: Gray

08E12-30A-100A
Step Illumination

Step Illumi Att

08E12-30A-110 Step Illumi - White

08P04-30A-100 Door Sill Film Door Sill Pro Film

08R13-30A-100 Window Shade R Rear Window Shade

08U58-30A-110A Wireless Charger Wireless Charger

08U58-30A-110B Wireless Charger Hybrid Wireless Charger Hy

08V03-30A-100 Auto D/N Mirror Att Auto D/N Mirror Att

08U25-STK-213 Ashtray

08MLWUTIFRBAG Multi Utility Bag

08MLWUTIRRBAG Arm Rest Bag

08E30-PL2-701 Dvr-Fr

08U08E6J620C Tablet Holder Kit

08V66E6JGP1 Parking Sensor - Fr Can Be Installed In - Lx, Ex, Sports

08V67E6JGP1 Parking Sensor - Rr

Trunk and 
Utility

08U45-30A-100 Cargo Tray Trunk Tray

08L96-TVA-100 Cargo Net Cargo Net

08L96-TA0-100A Cargo Hook

08TYR-INF-100 Mini Tyre Inflator

08KIT-EMR-100 Emergency Kit

PDI - Safety Kit Country Specific

A D V A N C E D
&

S P O R T Y

“We study humans in order 
to bring them joy”
Founder, Soichiro Honda 1962

At Honda, our philosophy is not to advance technology just 
because we can, but because our goal is to create products that 
fulfil and please people’s desires. Since 1954, we have used motor 
sport racing as an extreme test center, researching and improving 

technology to create Joy for all our customers.



Honda reserves the right to change or modify accessories, equipment or specifications at any time without prior notice. 
Details, colors and descriptions are for information purposes only. As specification or equipment may vary in some 
countries, please check with your nearest Honda dealer at the time of purchase. 


